Remarkable performance of the Frequency Response Analysis (FRA) technique in transformers' fault detection, structural similarity between transformers and electrical machines, and the importance of machines' condition monitoring are the main reasons for studying FRA in the electrical machines. In this paper, the application of the FRA method for electrical machines fault detection is investigated by experimental tests on a three-phase woundrotor asynchronous machine. First, the effect of the rotor position on the sound and defective stator frequency responses is assessed under different circuit connections. Second, the applicability of the FRA for detection of the stator inter-turn and phase to phase short-circuit faults and insulation weaknesses is evaluated by considering fault resistance, location, and severity. Third, the best circuit connection for fault detection is determined. Finally, the performance of a wide range of statistical indices that are used for FRA results comparison is studied to find the best one. A new index for FRA interpretation is also introduced.
Introduction
Electrical machines are undeniably the most critical part of the power system. The generators supply a large portion of the electrical energy, and on the consumption side, electrical motors have indisputable roles primarily in the industrial section. Therefore, the precise, efficient, and continuous performance of electrical machines is necessary for having a sustainable industrial development and reliable power system. Additionally, the high economic value of these devices adds to their importance. So, it is crucial to monitor their condition continually and detect their faults and failures in the incipient stages. Initially, simple protection schemes were used to ensure the integrity and safe operation of machines. As the application of electrical machines became widespread, improvements are made in the field of condition monitoring and fault detection, and it is also developing [1] .
Frequency Response Analysis (FRA) is a comparison-based method for electrical apparatus condition assessment, which was firstly introduced by Dick and Erven for transformers' fault detection in 1978 [2] . Since then, many research works are done in the field of transformers' FRA that we had entirely reviewed in [3] . Based on that paper, general classification and description of the literature in the transformers' FRA are brought here to understand the current state-of-art in electrical machines' FRA.
Literature in the transformers' fault detection through FRA can be categorized into three levels. In the first place, most of the investigations were focused on the effect of faults and failures and non-error parameters on the FRA results [4] [5] [6] [7] . By this researches, the applicability of the FRA method for transformers' fault detection is evaluated. Also, essential issues and considerations for FRA practice are revealed. Thus, users, as well as researchers, became more familiar with FRA performance in different conditions and failures. These studies are the basis of the FRA application in transformers and paved the way for further inquiries and better interpretation of the results. In the second level, researchers tried to enhance the interpretation routine of the FRA results by analyzing comparison methods and studying statistical indices that can be used for comparing FRA results [8, 9] . Some research works also tried to compensate for FRA weaknesses by the collaboration of other methods [10, 11] . The ultimate level of investigations in the field of transformers' FRA contains the works that try to eliminate or minimize the human interference in the interpretation of FRA results and developed automated fault detection algorithms [12] [13] [14] [15] . This group of works mainly relies on developing models for transformers and validating them with experimental results. Thus, it is possible to perform simulations on these models for better understanding the characteristics of the FRA responses. As a result of these different levels of investigations, FRA is currently known as one of the most reliable fault detection techniques, and organizations such as IEC, IEEE, and CIGRE standardized it as a routine test for transformers [16] [17] [18] .
On the one hand, the FRA fault diagnosis technique has a significant performance in transformers. On the other hand, it is always crucial to develop more precise condition monitoring methods for electrical machines, and they are very close in structure to the transformers. Therefore, FRA recently is used as a fault detection method for electrical machines, and it is in its first steps of development. Due to the novelty of the FRA method for electrical machines, a few numbers of research are done in this field. Like the first level of investigation in the transformers, most of the current inquiries deal with the applicability evaluation of this method in electrical machines by performing FRA experiments. In addition to applicability evaluation, the practical tests' results familiarize the experts with the effect of various parameters on the FRA results and also provide a footstone for further investigations in result interpretation and model development.
Investigations show that FRA can detect interlayer short-circuits in a single coil of a winding, so, it can be used as a quality control technique in the manufacturing process of the electrical machines [19, 20] . Additionally, it is illustrated that FRA can detect stator problems of squirrel cage asynchronous machines [20] [21] [22] or synchronous ones [23] . FRA can also evaluate the condition of stator insulations [24] [25] [26] . Examinations showed that change in the position of the rotor may have effects on the stator's FRA results and can challenge the fault detection procedure, but an appropriate solution for addressing this issue is also suggested [23, 27, 28] . Finally, the applicability of FRA for synchronous machine's rotor fault detection is analyzed in [28] and, reference [29] tried to expand the research in this field to the level of interpretation improvement by introducing a trend-based comparison method. These investigations do not consider some issues like the difference in the accuracy of various circuit connections for FRA tests, the effect of rotor position in faulty conditions, and do not fortify their analyses by mathematical methods.
Apart from the abovementioned shortcomings, these works are essential and basis for FRA studies in the electrical machines. Subsequently, further researches must be done to cover the gap of previous works and also study topics like three-phase rotor fault diagnosis or wound rotor asynchronous machines fault detection. Also, the same as the trend of research works in transformers, investigations in this field must deal with issues related to the interpretation level of the FRA results to have FRA as an efficient fault detection procedure for electrical machines.
In this paper, the topic of electrical machines stator's fault detection with FRA is thoroughly studied. The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• All the analyses of this work are done on a wound rotor asynchronous machine due to two main reasons: First, this type of machine has a wide range of applications in power generation and large-scale industrial units. Second, having access to the rotor's terminal in this machine provides the opportunity for investigating a wide range of topics in the field of electrical machines' FRA. Despite the importance and advantage of this type of machine, to the best of our knowledge, FRA on wound rotor asynchronous machine has not been investigated before. • The effect of the rotor's position on the frequency responses of the stator in different terminal connections of the rotor is examined. Additionally, for the first time, the rotor's position influence in faulty conditions is investigated to have more insight on this issue. Finally, fault detection accuracy in different rotor's terminal connections is compared, and the best connection type is chosen. • To evaluate FRA performance, FRA results in various fault locations, and resistances of stator's inter-turn and phase to phase short-circuit faults are presented besides FRA results in stator's insulation weakness conditions. In contrast to other papers, figures in this paper are compared with each other by absolute average difference (DABS) index that had shown decent performance in the interpretation of transformers' FRA results [8] . • Statistical indices are fundamental for achieving the goal of standardizing and automating fault detection procedure with FRA. On the one side, they can be used besides visual comparison of results to enhance accuracy. On the other side, they are crucial for feature extraction in algorithmic fault detection techniques. In the last part of the paper, more than twenty statistical indices are examined over practical results; to study their features. More importantly, a new index is introduced in this paper that has better performance in comparison to the existing ones. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes FRA principles and the experimental setup of this work. Section 3 presents and paraphrases the experimental tests results in different subsections, and statistical comparison methods are analyzed in Section 4, along with the introduction of a new index. Finally, Section 5 draws relevant conclusions. Issues related to the rotor fault detection is investigated in the latter part of this series of papers to thoroughly study the topic of the electrical machines fault detection through FRA.
Frequency Response Analysis Principle and Test Practice
FRA is a non-invasive and non-destructive test that is based on measuring windings response in a wide frequency range. The responses which are in the form of transfer functions are directly related to the RLC network of the under-test device. Geometry and construction of the windings are the parameters that determine the apparatus's RLC network, so, any changes in the windings can affect the RLC network and also the frequency responses. Consequently, comparing the actual FRA test result with reference response (signature or fingerprint) which is measured when the device is sound could reveal changes in the machine or transformer's condition and results in fault diagnosis [3] .
For measuring the frequency response, a sweep frequency or impulse signal is injected into one of the winding's terminals which is called the input signal. Then, the output signal is measured in any other terminals of the device according to the measurement type. Subsequently, the frequency response magnitude and phase angles are calculated using input and output signals with respect to the intended transfer function. Due to the comparative nature of the FRA method, the type of the used transfer function does not affect the test principle; while it may cause changes in the quality of the FRA results. For example, different transfer functions may have different accuracies in fault detection. Generally, the frequency response can be measured as a voltage ratio of two terminals or as an input impedance or admittance of a winding [3] . Input impedance is the used transfer function for the tests of this paper.
In this work, Wayne Kerr Electronics 6530B impedance analyzer is used for conducting FRA tests and measuring the winding's impedance in a wide frequency range. This equipment measures impedance (Z) and phase angle (θ) as well as some other parameters in the 20 Hz to 30 MHz frequency range with a ±0.05% error.
The FRA tests of this research are performed on a 4.5 kW , 220/380 V three-phase wound-rotor asynchronous machine to investigate different issues in this field. Windings of this machine are rewound to extract five terminals on different locations of the stator windings (terminals AI, BI, BII, BIII, and CI in Fig. 1 ) and three terminals on the rotor windings (terminals xi, xii, and n in Fig. 1 ). These terminals are separate from the standard terminals of this kind of machine (terminals Aa, Ab, Ba, Bb, Ca, Cb, x, y, and z in Fig.1 ) and are used for modeling faults. Fig. 1 demonstrates the machine's windings map and the exact position of the terminals. Fig. 2 shows the whole test setup of this work. 
Investigation of the Issues Related to the Stator Fault Detection
More than fifty FRA tests are performed on the machine's stator in different situations to study various topics related to stator fault detection using FRA. Due to the initial analysis of the frequency range adequacy, the frequency range of tests is chosen to be 20 Hz to 5 MHz. Also, it is crucial to be ensured that FRA tests are repeatable, which means that repeated tests in the same conditions must have identical results, and only FRA responses change when test procedure varies, or faults happen on the device. Therefore, the repeatability of the tests is ensured by performing the same test several times and getting similar results. Similar results mean that there may be some differences between them, but differences are very minute and are not interpreted as faults. DABS index is calculated two by two between the test results that are done for checking repeatability to have a reference for the acceptable difference between test results in the same conditions. The average of those calculated indices is respectively 4.29 Ω and 0.84° for amplitude and phase angle diagrams. These values are referred to as no-fault DABS values in the remainder of the paper. Note that DABS index is calculated by equation (1), where are the data points of the reference curve, are the data points of the current FRA curve, and N is the total number of data points. The index value is zero when compared curves are completely identical. In the following, the results of FRA tests are presented and paraphrased in their related subsection.
(1)
Effect of Rotor Position on the FRA Results of Stator Windings
Existence of the rotor as a moving part in the electrical machines is one of the main differences between transformers and rotating machines from the FRA perspective. Analyzing the rotor's influence on the stator's FRA result is a topic that gained the researcher's attention from the beginning. Change in the rotor position may affect the results and can cause errors in the fault diagnosis procedure. Therefore, the effect of the cylindrical wound three-phase rotor's position on the FRA results is presented in this section. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of this type of rotor is not analyzed in previous works.
In order to deal with this issue, the frequency response of the stator's phase B (impedance from Ba and Bb terminals of Fig. 1) is measured in six different positions of the rotor for two different conditions of rotor's terminal connections (short-circuit and open circuit). Fig. 3 shows the FRA results when the rotor's terminals are floated, and Fig. 4 illustrates the results in the short-circuit condition of terminals. Note that the machine's stator is sound, and no fault is modeled on it in these two figures.
It must be mentioned that if assume the POS. 1 as a reference, POS. 2 to POS. 6 are respectively 80, 130, 180, 270 and 320 degrees clockwise ahead from the reference. These positions are chosen erratically to avoid the effect of similarity and symmetry in the rotor's structure.
For a better understanding of the rotor's influence on FRA results, the frequency response of the stator is also measured in different positions of the rotor when there is an inter-turn fault on the stator's winding. FRA results of the stator's phase B in various rotor positions when there is a solid short-circuit fault between BI and BII terminals ( Fig. 1 ) are demonstrated in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5 , rotor terminals are floated, and in Fig. 6 , they are short-circuited.
To have an accurate analysis of the presented results, in each figure the difference between POS. 1 curve and other curves is calculated using the DABS index. Then the average of the calculated indices for each figure is brought in Table 1 . Table 1 , it is evident that changes in the rotor position affect the FRA results, although the rotor of this machine is cylindrical and completely symmetric. This issue can cause a problem in fault detection and must be considered in the test routine. Additionally, in both faulty and sound conditions, FRA results are more severely affected when rotor terminals are floated. For example, according to Table 1 , the average value of the DABS index in Fig. 3 is fourfold of No-Fault DABS value (4.29). Additionally, short-circuiting rotor terminals mitigate the effect of the rotor's position on the amplitude diagram of the stator's frequency responses in a way that it is possible to ignore the changes of the results. Despite that, the phase angle diagrams have more changes in this circuit connection comparing to the condition that terminals are floated. Note that although stator's FRA results are more sensitive to the change of rotor position when rotor terminals are floated, this sensitivity can be interpreted as the higher accuracy of this type of connection. This topic is discussed in the following sections. Fig. 3 , curves are too close to each other in frequencies higher than 200 kHz, but in faulty condition ( Fig. 5 ), there is an apparent dissimilarity in the 200 kHz to 500 kHz frequency range just because of change in the rotor position. Furthermore, the curves of Fig. 3 are more disperse from each other than the curves of Fig. 5 in the lower frequency range (1 kHz to 70 kHz). Consequently, due to the fault-caused asymmetry of the stator, changes of the rotor position may result in additional variations in the responses, and this issue can harden fault detection procedure or cause fault's severity misinterpretation. Similar to the previous works that have analyzed the rotor' position influence on the frequency response of stator [23, 27, 28] , the results of analyses mentioned above also recommend that the rotor position must be constant in all of the FRA tests to avoid any mistakes. It is also considered in all of the later experiments of this paper. 
Evaluation of Stator's FRA Test Accuracy in Different Connections of Rotor Terminals
In the wound-rotor machines, it is possible to measure the frequency response of the stator when rotor terminals are short-circuited, or they are floated. In this section, it is analyzed that in which condition the FRA results have better accuracy for finding stator's faults. The frequency response of the stator's phase B is measured in sound condition when the rotor's terminals are short-circuited, and when they are floated. Additionally, the FRA test is also performed in these two connections when inter-turn short-circuit fault is modeled between BI and BII taps. The results of these four tests are presented in Fig. 7 .
In Fig. 7 , the difference between the faulty and reference amplitude curves of the open circuit rotor test (red and black) is apparent from 1 kHz up to about 500 kHz, but results of the short-circuit rotor tests (green and blue) separated from each other in a decade later (10 kHz). Additionally, the difference between amplitude diagrams of the green and blue curves is more than the difference of the curves in the floated connection type. It seems hard to choose the best connection type by visual analysis. Thus, the curves of each connection type are compared with each other by the DABS index. The index value is 226.12 Ω for black and red curves (open circuit rotor) and 182.57 Ω for blue and green charts (short-circuit rotor), and the calculated DABS index for phase angle diagrams is respectively 2.81° and 3.36° for float and short-circuit connections. As it is usual to use amplitude diagrams for fault detection, it can be concluded from the results that FRA tests are more accurate for fault detection when rotor terminals are floated. It must be mentioned that several tests are also performed to study the rotor's connection effect on the FRA accuracy in other types of faults like phase to phase one. These tests also showed that the faults are more apparent when the rotor's terminals are floated. The results of these tests are not presented to avoid prolongation.
Note that in a wide range of electrical machines, rotor terminals are not accessible, or there are short-circuited (squirrel rotors). So, in these cases, it is impossible to perform the FRA test in an open circuit rotor condition. Subsequently, although the results show that it is better to do the FRA test when rotor terminals are floated, and authors also recommend this connection for practice, if applicable; The other tests of this paper are done on shortcircuited rotor situation to have conclusions that are valid for all types of machines. 
Performance of the FRA Test in Detection of Various Stator's Faults
In this section, FRA test performance for diagnosis of inter-turn short-circuit fault, phase to phase short-circuit fault, and isolation failure is evaluated by modeling them on the stator with various severities and also in different locations. Furthermore, this section's results can show how the FRA test can be affected by various faults.
First of all, the inter-turn short-circuit fault is investigated. For dong that, the stator's phase B impedance is acquired when rotor terminals are short-circuited, and inter-turn faults are applied on different taps of the stator. Fig. 8 shows the results of these tests.
Green, purple, red, blue, and cyan are the order of the curves in Fig. 8 from the least severe fault to the most severe one. These faults respectively short-circuit 15%, 16.5%, 18.5%, 35% and 50% of phase B. The curve of each fault level is also compared with the reference curve using DABS index, and calculated values for amplitude and phase angle diagrams are brought along with the fault severity in Table 2 . Fig. 8 shows that the FRA method is entirely able to detect inter-turn short-circuit faults, and faulty curves are easily recognizable from each other and from the reference response. To better evaluate this fault detection procedure, consider green and purple curves. Although the severities of these two faults are very close to each other and only three more turns of the winding are short-circuited in the purple curve comparing to the green one; the amplitude curves of them are separate from each other and cannot be mistaken. Thus, according to these test results, the FRA method can detect inter-turn faults even if they are small. The difference of each curve's amplitude with the reference (black curve) in Fig. 8 is entirely relative to the fault severity, which means that the curve of the most severe fault (cyan) is the farthest curve to the black diagram, and green curve (least severe fault) is the closest curve to the black one. All of the other curves are placed between these two curves according to their fault severity level. The calculated DABS values also emphasize this issue. As the fault becomes severe, the DABS value rises. Consequently, FRA is not only able to detect these faults, but it can also be used for determining the fault severity.
In Fig. 9 , FRA results of phase B are shown in a condition that inter-turn short-circuit fault is modeled between BI and BII taps with different resistances for better assessment of FRA method. As it was expected, the curves of different fault resistances are very close to each other, and part of the diagram is magnified to analyze it better. According to the magnified part of Fig. 9 , curves of the various fault resistances are distinct from each other, and they are also positioned in relevance to the fault resistance. It means that the purple curve, which is the FRA result of an inter-turn fault with 0.25 Ω resistance, is closest to the zero resistance fault (blue curve). Other curves' position is also relative to their fault resistance, so, the cyan curve (10 Ω fault resistance) is farthest from blue. On the other hand, the phase angles diagram shows that changes in the resistance of inter-turn fault affect the lower frequency range of the results. Overall, these results emphasize the FRA method accuracy for detecting inter-turn short-circuit faults of the stator that can be considered as an advantage for this method in comparison to other fault diagnosis routines.
The same procedure is taken to assess the FRA method for the diagnosis of phase to phase short-circuit fault. Firstly, the frequency responses are acquired when phase to phase faults are modeled between various taps of the stator's phases A and B, and the results are shown in Fig. 10 .
Note that phase to phase fault on the stator cannot be detected by measuring the impedance of each phase (impedance seen by terminals of each winding) when other terminals of the stator are floated. Therefore, for detecting phase to phase faults, the impedance must be measured when phases are two by two series-connected. A comparison of these results with FRA results when the machine is sound can reveal the existence of phase to phase fault. It must be considered that inter-turn fault affects both of the series-connected and solo phases measured impedances, but phase to phase fault just affects the measurement from two by two series-connected phases. Thus, they will not be mistaken with each other.
Measured impedance from Aa and Ba terminals, while Ab is connected to Bb in various phase to phase faults and no-fault (reference) conditions are illustrated in Fig. 10 . Each curve of this figure is also compared with the reference curve using the DABS index, and the results are presented in Table 3 . Fig. 10 and Table 3 show that the phase to phase fault is entirely apparent in the FRA results. In Fig. 10 , the red curve is the farthest curve to the reference, and the green curve is the closest one. It is compliant with the fact that fault between nodes BI and AI (red curve) short-circuits more significant portion of the measured impedance in comparison to the phase to phase fault between BII and AI (blue curve) or BIII and AI (green curve), so, FRA results are rational. In this fault, in contrast to the inter-turn fault, the existence of fault in different locations not only causes a magnitude difference between faulty and reference curves but also leads to a frequency shift in faulty curves in comparison to the reference result. Usually, changes in the test conditions, like rotor position changes, result in magnitude variation of results. So, the frequency shift can enhance fault detection accuracy and also is useful for discriminating inter-turn fault from phase to phase one. As the last row of Table 3 shows and also can be seen in Fig. 10 , this fault has a severe effect on the phase angle diagram, in such a way that curves have variations from reference all over the frequency domain. Therefore, using a phase angle diagram besides magnitude curves can enhance fault detection accuracy.
The phase to phase fault detection precision is also challenged by modeling different fault resistances between AI and BIII taps. Fig. 11 shows the resulted curves which are magnified for better illustration. Due to these results, FRA can separate different fault resistances from each other with acceptable resolution. Curves' order almost follows fault resistance changes, which means faults with higher resistance are above others. Similar to the interturn fault, phase angle diagram undergo changes in low-frequency range when fault resistance varies. Overall, the FRA method is capable of detecting phase to phase faults with high sensitivity. Finally, the FRA test applicability for winding insulation failure is analyzed. Note that the capacitance between insulation layers of the winding increases due to the insulation aging and degradation. Accordingly, it is possible to model insulation weakness by placing capacitors between winding taps and evaluate FRA performance in the detection of this failure [24] .
Phase B impedance is measured several times while 100 pF , 272 pF , 1 nF , 10 nF , and 100 nF capacitors are connected between BI and BII terminals, and resulted curves are brought with a reference curve in Fig. 12 . Worth to mention that the rotor position in all of the tests is the same, and it is short-circuited. The least severe insulation weakness is the purple curve, which is quite the same as the reference, and its DABS value is also close to the No-Fault DABS value (4.29 Ω). As the capacitors' capacity increases (i.e., the insulation becomes weaker), curves diverge more from the black one. Curves' distance from the reference is proportional to the severity of the modeled insulation weakness. So, FRA is able to assess winding insulation quality. Table 4 and Fig. 12 show that the phase angle diagram is affected all over the frequency range due to insulation weakness. This issue not only can be useful for more accurate insulation condition assessment, but also can cause better discrimination between FRA result of an inter-turn fault, which more affect phase diagram on low and highfrequency parts, and an insulation defect.
Presented test results demonstrate that the FRA method is capable of assessing stator's winding condition and can accurately detect various faults and failures. This section's graphs show the general features of the stator's FRA test results and the pattern that they may be affected due to different failures. Additionally, the effect of nonerror conditions like rotor position changes on the results, and the test accuracy in various circuit connections of the rotor was also analyzed in this section. The next section tries to use these FRA results for evaluating mathematical comparison methods and improving FRA interpretation. 
Evaluation of Statistical Indices Performance for FRA Interpretation
In this section, twenty-two statistical indices are applied to the experimental results to find the most accurate, sensitive ones. Also, the pros and cons of each index are mentioned to be used in the related application in FRA. This number of indices are not compared in any other FRA studies either on transformers or machines. This comprehensive comparison introduces a reference for the use of indices and also paves the way for FRA interpretation studies in the future. Additionally, based on the observation of this section, a new index is introduced for the FRA result comparison.
Understudy statistical indices can be categorized into two groups: First, one-array indices that are calculated with one set of data (reference curve or actual curve). So, for comparing the curves with this type of indices, the index must be calculated for each curve separately, then, the difference between these two calculated indices shows if curves are the same or not. Second, two-array indices, which use both data arrays simultaneously for calculation of the index. The value of these indices represents the difference between curves. The average index is one of the well-known one-array indices, and the correlation coefficient is a good example of the two-array one. These two groups of indices names and abbreviations are listed with their calculation equation in Tables 5 and 7 . These indices are applied to the curves of Fig. 8 . The resulted values, along with relevant analysis, are presented in subsections 4.1 and 4.2. These subsections are respectively dedicated to one-array indices and two-array one.
Evaluation of One-array Indices
One-array indices are introduced in Table 5 . For each index, the change percentage of the index value for each of the faulty curves of Fig. 8 relatives to the reference curve index value is calculated. Instead of reporting indices' quantities, calculated values are normalized based on the highest amount of the index and plotted versus normalized fault severities to avoid prolongation and have a better comparison.
It means that for each index, the difference of each faulty curve index relative to the reference curve index is divided over the most significant difference to normalize it. Equation (2) shows the formula for normalizing the average index as an example of one-array indices normalization process. In this equation, x is the data array of the reference curve, y is the data array of each faulty curves, and Y is a set of all faulty curves. 
For normalizing fault severities, the percentage of the short-circuited portion on winding in each fault is split over 50, which is the most severe modeled fault (short-circuit between taps BIII and Ba). Fig. 13 shows the normalized curves of one-array indices. As the fault becomes more severe, the difference between its curve and the reference curve increases. Although the difference between curves is not constant all over the frequency range, and they may overlap and cross each other in some parts; it is rational to expect that the visible difference between curves due to the fault severity be apparent in the calculated indices too. Therefore, each index curve must have an increment or decrement trend, and checking if an index curve is strictly increasing or decreasing is the first step for evaluating index performance. According to Fig. 13 , change percentages of Av, M, AD, and RD indices do not have a strict trend, and in at least one interval, their curve decrease. This issue is considered as a weak point for these indices as they are not able to accurately show the result changes.
The index behavior as the fault severity change is another important topic in the evaluation of indices. In other words, it is remarkable how proportionally index value changes relative to the fault severity change. As it was mentioned, FRA results always change relative to the fault severity, but these changes are not necessarily linear. Hence, completely proportional behavior is not expected in the percentage change of the indices, but the index that changes more proportional to the fault severity change is better, especially for determining fault severity. If neglect the indices that are not strictly increasing in Fig. 13 , Har index curve is the closest one to the dotted line (perfectly proportional behavior concerning fault severity changes), and it has the most proportional behavior to fault severity changes.
In addition to the above analyses, the sensitivity and accuracy of the indices are also appraised over the faults that have close severity levels. In Fig. 8 , the least severe modeled fault is shown with a green curve and shortcircuits 15% of the winding (fault level one). The second severe fault is depicted in purple, which short-circuits 16.5% of the winding (fault level two). The third severe fault (red curve) is two percent more severe than the second one (18.5%) and is called fault level three. The severity levels of these three faults change 1.5%, 2%, and 3.5% relative to each other, which are small numbers.
For each of the indices, the relative two-by-two absolute change percentage of the index values over these three fault levels are calculated. It means that for each index, it is calculated that how much its value for level two fault changes relative to level one; and how much its value changes for level three fault relative to level two fault. Similarly, the change percentage of index value for level three fault relative to level one is measured. The average of these change percentages is presented in Tables 6 as an indicator for the indices' accuracy. The index with a higher average of change percentages has better sensitivity in result comparison.
According to Table 6 , the RD index has the most significant value, but it does not have a strictly increasing curve and decreases in the last interval. Subsequently, this index is sensitive and accurate for detecting small faults, but it is not reliable in more massive defects. Among other indices that have approximately the same sensitivity in Table 6 , it can be said that the V index is more accurate for fault detection as its percentage difference to the reference value is always larger than others and its curve is above all curves in Fig. 13 . 
Evaluation of Two-array Indices
Two-array indices are introduced in Table 7 . For evaluating two-array indices, their values are calculated over the curves of Fig. 8 , and similar to the previous section, they are normalized and depicted versus normalized values of faults severities. Note that the normalization procedure for these indices is not always the same as onearray ones.
The values of the two-array indices except for CC, COV, MM grow as dissimilarity of compared curves increase. Thus, for normalization, the index value for each curve is divided over the largest one. For instance, the formula for normalizing the DABS index is presented in equation (3) . In this equation, x is the data array of the reference curve, y is the data array of each faulty curves, and Y is a set of all faulty curves. 
The CC, COV, and MM indices do not behave like other ones, e.g., CC and MM indices' values are one when two curves are identical, and they get lower as the curves become more different from each other. On the other hand, COV values increase as the curves get more similar to each other. Hence, for normalizing these indices, first, the index is calculated for the sound condition (reference curve is compared with itself, which results in a large number for COV and one for CC and MM). Then, the difference of index values of each faulty curves relative to the index value of sound condition is divided over the biggest difference. Equation (4) normalizes the MM index as a sample. In this equation, x is the data array of the reference curve, y is the data array of each faulty curves, and Y is a set of all faulty curves. (4) The index value of all two-array indices except CC, COV, and MM grows as the compared curves become more apart from each other, and they must have strictly increasing curves. Additionally, although the index value of CC, COV, and MM decreases by fault expansion; due to the described normalization procedure for these three indices, the normalized curves of them must also have an increasing trend. Fig. 14 shows that ASLE, SSRE, SSMMRE, and SpD indices do not have a strict trend, and in some periods, they have misleading values. Two-array indices totally change more proportionally to the severity changes than one-array indices, and their curves are closer to the dotted reference line of perfectly proportional behavior. It is apparent in Fig. 14 that ASLE and SpD have the most proportional behavior to the fault severity changes than all of the one-and two-array indices. It must be noted that these two indices do not have a monotone trend, and it is an issue that must be considered in their application. Among the indices that have monotone trend, DABS and SDA, which have the same normalized curve in addition to SSE are closer to the dotted line and are more linear or behave more proportionally to fault severity changes.
The sensitivity of two-array indices is also analyzed with the same approach as the previous section. Average of two-by-two change percentage of index values are calculated for the first three fault levels and reported in Table 8 . Based on this table, SSE is the most sensitive index that in average changes about 78 percent for just two percent of fault severity changes. Fig. 14 also shows that SSE sharply increases in the first three fault levels, but it does not change like that for more significant fault changes. So, it can be said that SSE is useful for small difference detection in the FRA results. 
New Index for FRA Studies
The evaluations of the previous section give an overview of the two-array indices application in FRA interpretation and introduce better ones. It also endorses the results of other researches and shows that the DABS index has a good performance for FRA interpretation. In addition to the results of the previous section, using DABS for evaluation of various curves of this paper showed that this index could reflect the variations in the curves very well. Note that by using this index, the absolute average difference between curves is calculated. This calculated amount of variations between curves is more meaningful if someone considers the range of curve magnitude change. For example, if the FRA curve's magnitude changes from zero to 20 and has DABS value of five, and another fault curve's range is 50 but has the same DABS value; the former FRA result belongs to a more severe fault as its average difference is a big number in comparison to its range .
Thus, we propose the ratio of DABS index to the R (Range) of the faulty curve (or any other curve that is compared with reference) as a new index for having better FRA interpretation. This index, which can be called the Absolute Average Difference to Range Ratio (AADRR), is calculated by equation (5) . Where x is the array of reference curve data points, y is the faulty curve data set, and N is the size of these sets. 
In order to size up the performance of this new index, it is applied to the curves of Fig. 8 , and its normalized curve is plotted in Fig. 15 . In Fig. 15 , the normalized curve of AADRR is compared with DABS and SSE, which are two of the best two-array indices. According to Fig. 15 , AADRR index has a strictly increasing trend and does not have any problem with following changes of fault levels. Additionally, this index changes more proportional to fault severity than the DABS index or any other indices. Note that in almost all of the FRA figures, the range of curves (R) decreases as the fault severity increases. So, the AADRR index must have more sensitivity than DABS index as its denominator decrease when the fault level grows.
To evaluate AADRR sensitivity, the average of two-by-two change percentage of this index for the first three fault levels is calculated, and it is equal to 41.8. It is a considerable number and is less than just a few indices. On the whole, the AADRR index has excellent performance and can be an alternative for currently in use statistical indices for FRA interpretation. 
Conclusion
Frequency response analysis is currently one of the primary fault detection methods in transformers, and its application is growing into the electrical machines field. This paper, which is the first part of a series of papers, addresses some of the fundamental issues related to the applicability and interpretation of FRA in electrical machines by performing experimental tests on a stator of a three-phase wound rotor asynchronous machine. To the best of our knowledge, the FRA test has not been done on this type of machine in previous works.
After ensuring about repeatability of FRA tests and adequacy of the frequency range, it is shown that changes in the rotor's position can affect FRA results of stator even when the rotor is cylindrical. The importance of fixing rotor in the same place for all the tests overtimes is also more emphasized by showing that faults on the stator may reflect differently on FRA results if rotor position changes. Due to the empirical analysis, performing the FRA test on stator when the rotor's terminals are floated (if applicable) is the best circuit configuration for having more accuracy. Additionally, modeling inter-turn and phase to phase short-circuit faults along with insulation weakness on the stator in various severities not only showed the FRA applicability and accuracy for the detection of these failures but also gave a notion of results change pattern due to each fault.
A large number of statistical indices are also analyzed in this work in terms of their accuracy, sensitivity, and proportional behavior considering fault severity changes. The results of these investigations show that V (variance) and RD (relation dispersion) are the more sensitive one-array indices and Har is the one that changes more proportional to fault severity changes. Two-array indices in overall have better performance than one-array ones. Among them, SSE (sum of squared error), SDA (standardized difference area), and DABS (absolute average difference) are more accurate and behave more proportionally to the fault severity changes in comparison to others. This paper proposes a new index for FRA interpretation, which is called absolute average difference to range ratio (AADRR). Initial analysis showed that it has a remarkably good performance. This index has the potential to significantly enhance FRA interpretation accuracy in either of transformers or electrical machines.
Although this work tried to address most of the fundamental practical issues in the electrical machines' stator FRA, some additional topics like the accuracy of different transfer functions and the effect of ground fault can be studied in future works. Furthermore, as it is an entirely new method for electrical machines, more researches are needed to be done on the interpretation and understanding of FRA results. It is also needed to evaluate the AADRR index performance on other FRA results or even analyzed with more mathematical vision. Finally, developing models for electrical machines based on the results of this work and other similar ones is an ultimate research goal for future works. Using these models, it is possible to more systematically investigate issues in this area, which can result in the standardization of the FRA test for electrical machines. The authors are also working toward this direction.
In order to have a comprehensive study on the topic of electrical machines fault detection through FRA, issues related to rotor fault detection are covered in the later version of this series of papers along with the evaluation of FRA result presenting methods.
